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Thanks to new tools for observing space, the Earth and mankind, 

as well as the current simulation capacities, scientific researchers 

are now further able to clearly identify the dangers that weigh on 

humanity and to evaluate their potential for destruction. This more 

accurate vision of extinction risks relies on innovative and thorough 

scientific approaches, that combine many various fields. It allows 

to rank needed actions by priority level, imagine new solutions and 

make informed recommendations to those who govern.

This documentary series explains all this within four episodes cate-

gorized according to the nature of the risks: space, Earth, and two 

episodes on mankind.

They convey neither anxiety nor alarm, as they favor observation, 

innovation and the human creativity in finding answers to the 

threats that lie ahead…

EPISODES:

SPACE, EARTH 
AND TWO EPISODES ON MANKIND



CONCEPT

The interest in the possible ending of humanity has long been the 

prerogative of Nostradamus or Cassandra types and all kinds of 

preachers. Yet, throughout the world, many renowned scientists 

now seriously study the risk of an extinction of humanity.

Their goal is to think across disciplines and to mutualize the 

knowledge and tools of all, in order to do better all together than 

the sum of each’s individual conclusions. And their work is coming 

to fruition, as they are creating an awareness that the threats 

weighing on the planet and on human survival are real and nume-

rous, that they are not necessarily those that one imagines in theo-

ry, and most of all, that there are solutions to prevent the worst 

from happening. These researchers work for NASA in the United 

States, for the Global Risks Observatory, for the Institute of Inter-

national and Strategic Research (IRIS), for the Future of Humanity 

Institute (FHI) in Oxford, England…

The findings of their most serious studies are clear: there are in-

deed actual risks, in the not so distant future as well as in the long 

run, that is to say in 50 to 200 years from now. Thanks to their 

work, it is even possible to measure each one of them, to sort them 

into those «highly unlikely» to those «about to happen». The goal 

of this organizing is to properly rank these threats, to prioritize, to 

formulate recommendations and to offer realistic solutions to the 

countries and to the United Nations in particular. In other words: 

to observe, measure, predict and act.

These researchers classify the threats into four main categories:

- external threats coming from space (an asteroid falling, an ex-

traordinary solar explosion towards the Earth, the explosion of a 

nearby star, gravitational disturbances of the solar system from 

nearby stars…) ;

- threats due to the Earth’s own functioning (major earthquakes, 

giant tsunamis, extreme volcanic explosions…) ;

- threats from mankind and its current activities (nuclear ex-

plosions, irreversible climate change, global pandemic, extreme 

overpopulation, political instability leading to a world war, global 

terrorism…) ;

- threats resulting from scientific research and innovation, 

whether ongoing or soon to come, which we only begin to foresee 

the danger of (artificial viruses or bacteria, biotechnologies gone 

out of control, Artificial Intelligence taking over, or other risks still 

unknown).

That being said, the tone of this series is resolutely positive: the 

episodes also focus on the scenarios thought of to react to each 

threat, thus clearly conveying the feeling that the viewers’ protec-

tion is the main concern of these new «Guardians of Humanity».



DIRECTOR’S NOTE

What are these major risks? What should we really fear, and how 

should we prioritize? Mostly, what should we do?

 To answer these questions, we suggest to start a quest, in the form 

of an investigation, that will lead us to advance within each epi-

sode, and from one episode to the next. A voice-over is in charge 

of narrating, acting as an echo to our own inner voice: it embodies 

and expresses our interrogations, interprets the reasonings, helps 

us move forward and understand. Plus, it sequences the episode 

and leads us along from one part to another. 

We offer to advance crescendo, from the least to the most likely, 

within the episodes as well as between each episode. Such a struc-

ture is only logical given the data published by the scientists from 

the various institutes (FHI and NASA report in June 2016): the risks 

from outer space are less likely to happen than those coming from 

Earth, which are less likely than those caused by man. And even 

amongst those, still according to research, the most important 

risks lie in emerging technologies…



DEVELOPMENT 

We wish to make an ambitious film, with strong and spirited direc-

ting, and extra attention to rhythm and animation. Indeed, the na-

ture of the topics involved — extreme risks, cataclysms, forecasts 

— implies a visualization of events that have not yet happened. 

Thus, we will dedicate a crucial effort to animation (CGI), an es-

sential, founding component of our series, used for both extreme 

events and the solutions considered, as some of the projects have 

not been completed yet.

During our first exchanges with scientists, we realized that NASA 

holds quite an odd clock: it is an extremely accurate (atomic) clock 

indicating «when» the end of the world could occur. Its principle is 

simple: the closer it gets to midnight, the closer the end is… Thus, 

when countries sign a non-proliferation agreement for nuclear 

weapons, or an agreement to restrict greenhouse gas emissions, 

NASA scientists move the hands back a few minutes. Otherwise, 

they move them closer to midnight. Currently, there is nothing to 

worry about according to them: it is «only» 11:55 PM.

Of course, this clock is no absolute, as it does not measure anything 

tangible and it depends solely on humans. Without falling prey to 

caricature, this clock could serve as a tool to represent risk: each 

episode could begin with the image of this clock, and one of the is-

sues at stake in the film would be to try and make its hands go back.

Furthermore, even though these four episodes are certainly four 

distinct films in view of their themes, we wish for them to have a 

unity as a whole. The form, the esthetics of the image (aerial pic-

tures and drone shots when necessary), as well as the graphic de-

sign will be common to all four. We intend to show our protago-

nists «at work» in research laboratories but also «in situation» out 

on the field, to see them «in action». Thus we will opt for interactive 

interviews with other people, and in spectacular locations — al-

though we will not rule out completely seated, facing the camera 

interviews.

Last, we will use archive images from the major space, environ-

ment, climate and global health agencies such as NASA, the ESA, 

the WHO, the NOAA, the French CNRS, the CEA… 



EPISODE BREAKDOWN

MANKIND VS. RISKS 
FROM OUTER SPACE

The first episode revolves around «exogenous» risks, that is to say risks 

coming from space. We will see how space can be a true source of 

danger. Micro and macro asteroids, extremely violent solar explosions 

in the direction of the Earth causing a disruption or a temporary disap-

pearing of our natural magnetic shield, explosions of nearby superno-

vae leading to the fall of asteroids, gravitational disturbance created 

by close stars, passing of micro black holes… These phenomenons, al-

though rare, do exist and are significantly likely to affect the Earth and 

its inhabitants.



   

Popular images of cataclysms: solar explosion, black holes, alien 

invasion, the Big Rip. Fantasy images of the apocalypse in litera-

ture, movies, comics… Then, real footage of meteorite impacts 

(Tunguska in 1909, and the more recent ones in Russia, in 2013). 

INTRODUCTION

Location: 

Cambridge, FHI (Future of Humanity Institute) - Nick Bostrom

What are the main risks awaiting humanity and what are the so-

lutions to cope with them? How should one address this question 

without talking nonsense?

Nick Bostrom introduces the approach of this Institute, and what is 

to be taken seriously or not.

          
Location: 

Antares Observatory (Porquerolles, Southern France)

Keck Observatory (Hawaii)

SUPERNOVAS

Observations 

To «see» supernovae directly, we head to the Keck Observatory. 

This is where Mikael Koss and his team work. Their playground is 

no other than the full-scale universe! They observe the behavior 

of the stars, and try to understand when and why some of them 

die as «supernovas», that is to say in a gigantic nuclear explosion. 

Within the universe, several hundred of those occur each second… 

but they are only extremely rare in our galaxy. They happen once 

every few centuries at best and are tricky to catch. Mikael Koss and 

his team were lucky enough to observe one.

Conclusion

if a supernova should explode in our surrounding environment — 

say, within a few hundreds of light years —, it would provoke a ca-

taclysm in our solar system and, as a consequence, on our planet… 

There is practically no chance that a supernova explosion would 

destroy our solar system. However, should it finish with a pulsar 

or, worse even, a black hole, then the gravitational disturbances 

caused could be catastrophic for the star’s close environment.

 2’TEASER    12’ PART 1
SUPERNOVA EXPLOSIONS
AND BLACK HOLES   



BLACK HOLES

Back to Hawaii

Interview of Delphine Porquet, Observation of a black hole 2.600 

light years away: low risk but stunning simulation.

Conclusion 

Supernovas and black holes, highly unlikely. The odds are at 1 out 

of 1E30.

On screen, we show the hands of the apocalyptic clock: they do not 

move. But should it happen, there is no suggested solution… We 

leave the Hawaii Observatory quite perplex…

Transition

We understand that the supernova- and black hole-related threats 

are so low that they are practically non-existent. On the other 

hand, there are other more likely threats, as confirmed by the phi-

losopher Nick Bostrom, founder of the Future of Humanity Insti-

tute (FHI) in Cambridge.

Location: 

Cambridge, FHI (Future of Humanity Institute) - Nick Bostrom 

« While the passing of black holes or the exploding of stars 

nearby are unlikely in the next 1.000 years, there are nonetheless 

other ‘spatial’ events much more likely to impact the Earth: solar 

explosions. »
Nick Bostrom.



          
Location: 

Goddard Space Center (Maryland, United States)

Boulder, Colorado (NOAA)

Our investigation continues at the Goddard Space Center, to grasp 

the wonderful machine named Sun.

The last major, dangerous solar explosions were:

- in September 1859, all telegraphs in Europe broke down ;

- in 1989, the region of Quebec went dark because of a solar explo-

sion («only» 3 billion in losses) ;

- in June 2012, the Sun discharged enormous quantities of astro-

nomic (so to speak) matter towards the Earth which, given the 

distance and the likeliness that it should happen in our direction, 

could have been catastrophic had it occurred a few days earlier… ;

- in 2016, once again, the Earth passed a few hundred thousand 

miles away from an enormous cloud of Sun-discharged matter. A 

trifle, on the scale of the solar system.

 15’ PART 2
SOLAR EXPLOSIONS   

Observations / Explanations at the Godard Space Center 

« Solar explosions are common and the Sun follows cycles. Short 

cycles of about 11 years and longer ones, of around one century. 

When these cycles peak, the Sun can discharge matter, up to the 

equivalent of 1/10000 the mass of the Earth. And if this matter 

runs into our planet, it can be very problematic. »
Mr. Rob Garner

Still at the Goddard Space Center, Rob Garner’s team has consi-

dered what would happen if such an explosion were to meet the 

Earth today:

- distortion of the Earth’s magnetic field until it’s practically totally 

flattened ;

- all communications shut down ;

- pipeline explosions ;

- satellites out of order ;

- all systems containing electric wires would be destroyed ;

- all electrical installations, nuclear power plants, satellites, the In-

ternet (all telecommunication networks) would be concerned ;

- human health: burns, rise in certain types of cancer… ;

- impact estimated at a minimum of 300 billion dollars by NASA ;

- at least a ten-year step backwards in terms of development, etc. 



Solutions

Location: 

Cambridge, FHI (Future of Humanity Institute) - Nick Bostrom 

In 2015, Obama asked his administration to work with NASA to 

establish a system that could protect American infrastructures 

from this type of risks. 

WHAT HAVE THEY ACHIEVED?

- Protecting networks thanks to new materials in the 

telecommunications industry ;

- Designing communication systems resistant to solar explosions ;

- Building a magnetic field around very sensitive companies 

(servers, communications, electrical installations…) ;

- Setting up an alarm system (similar to those for tsunamis) on a 

global scale in the next ten years ;

- Major increase in the number of start-ups:

France (CLS with the CNES in Toulouse to establish and follow 

meteorology in space), Germany, United States.

FORESIGHT

- Artificial magnetic shield that automatically goes off around 

threatened structures, cities, houses…

- Gigantic magnetic shield installed before the Earth at Lagrange 

point (simulation)

Location: 

Cambridge, FHI (Future of Humanity Institute) - Nick Bostrom 

Back to Nick Bostrom. Why should we take close interest in aste-

roids? What potential impacts on our civilization can an asteroid 

crashing on the Earth today have?



          
Observations 

News broadcasts and clippings about the meteor that flew over 

Chelyabinsk, Russia, on February 15th 2013. A rock «only» 65 feet 

wide, streaking at 18 miles per second. This asteroid was impos-

sible to detect beforehand because of its slight trajectory angle 

with respect to the Sun. Consequences: hundreds of wounded, 30 

million euros in damages, a large crater only a few miles outside 

of town.

Location: 

Palomar University, California

« Each year, about 54 tons of space matter fall onto Earth. There 

are around 1.000 asteroids over half a mile wide that could po-

tentially cross paths with the Earth’s orbit and might crash onto 

Earth with effects that could end all civilization. Statistically, this 

type of event occurs only once every million years. On the scale 

of humanity (less than 100.000 years), it is thus very unlikely to 

happen. However, there are hundreds of thousands of near-Ear-

th asteroids that are 150 feet wide, and one of this kind hits the 

Earth every century on average. »
Pr. Craig Fugate

In the United States, keeping track of all threatening asteroids has 

 20’ PART 3
ASTEROID IMPACTS   

become a «priority»! In 2014, the US Congress driven by Obama 

required the American space agency identify 90% of all potentially 

dangerous objects over 320 feet wide. The inventory process be-

gan with both telescopes on Earth and measuring tools in space. 

They calculate the size, shape, rotation period, composition and 

other characteristics of these near-Earth objects (NEO).

Location: 

Palomar University, California

Dr. David Rabinowitz’s lab

Observations 

Dr. David Rabinowitz is a famous astronomer, a renowned NEO 

«hunter». He is the one who discovered most threatening aste-

roids and has created the observation programs launched by 

NASA, some of which he directs.

« The collision risk is real. While alarm is unnecessary, we should 

feel concerned. That is why we started this monitoring program. 

Here, we try to list all asteroids that could fall. The problem is 

that, unlike the ones that are hundreds of feet wide, the little as-

teroids are hard to detect. To give you an idea, there are a few 

thousands of those that are hundreds of feet wide, but there is a 

million of those that are less than 300 feet large! They are thus 

very numerous and among them, many are called NEOs for they 

can run into the Earth’s trajectory. We are facing titanic work! »
Dr. David Rabinowitz 

Dr. Rabinowitz works with many other researchers, amongst whom 

Carla Cogan.



Location: 

Palomar University, California

Carla Cogan is a kinetics specialist ; she focuses on the energy 

emitted by the asteroid impacts. Mostly, she designs visual, solid 

manipulations in her laboratory.

« My work consists in evaluating the type of damage that NEOs 

can cause, depending on their approach angle, their speed, their 

size and their weight. Of course, we all have in mind cataclysmic 

impacts such as the one in the Gulf of Mexico 60 million years 

ago that terminated dinosaurs. But these kinds of events are very 

rare. It is the reason why, in my lab, we simulate impacts on mo-

dels with all sorts of asteroids: big and small, in one piece or on 

the contrary instable clusters of rocks… There is a great variety of 

possibilities. »
Dr. Lindsey Johnson 

Transition 

These approaches are nonetheless insufficient to establish a good 

«defense strategy» against asteroids. Observations in great obser-

vatories are far from perfect: short term observation, no collective 

work. And everything that crashes on Earth goes practically unno-

ticed. Hence the launching of global networks for the observation 

of asteroids. Their goal is to follow the meteorites that fall onto 

Earth, to go find them, and especially to mathematically put them 

back together thanks to the monitoring of their trajectory. All of 

this thanks to networks of cameras placed all over.



Location: 

Provence Alpes Cote d’Azur Observatory 

Museum of Natural History

« The Fripon project is in fact a surveillance network designed to 

track all meteorites in order to then retrieve them. There are 100 

cameras connected throughout France, monitoring the sky since 

June 2016. By collecting these meteorites and reconstituting their 

trajectory, we hope to be able to trace back to the parent groups 

of asteroids. When a meteorite is detected by our cameras, the 

central calculator receives a signal. Then, its 3D trajectory is cal-

culated in real time, and within 24 hours, a research campaign is 

launched around the estimated impact area… that is to say within 

12 square miles. It is essential as, thanks to this network system, 

we hope to find asteroids that are still in orbit and discover their 

composition. Which is crucial, given that the scenarios designed 

to divert an asteroid depend on the nature of the rock.»
Dr. François Colas 

Transition: From Earth to space

On the ground, the atmosphere is our limit. So we must find ano-

ther way, and go get information directly in space, on the asteroids. 

There are several exploration missions, such as Bennu asteroid, 

which is 1.700 feet wide (larger than the height of the Eiffel tower 

for instance) and is studied by the Osiris Rex mission (NASA-ESA) 

which took off in 2016, will land on Bennu in 2018 and bring back a 

sample in 2023. The Japanese plan on mission Hayabusa 2, of the 

same kind, in 2018. And before there were Vesta, Rosetta, Dawn, etc.

Solution

Location: 

Houston (JPL / SATELLITE PROPULSION CENTER)

- Establishing a global alarm system by 2030

- NASA aims at Didimoon

- Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM, NASA take off in 2019)

Location: 

John Hopkins University, United States 

Simulation of various approaches, before choosing kinetics

« Several strategies are considered to divert an asteroid seen as 

a threat to Earth. Some, like gravitational traction or albedo mo-

dification, require to intervene ten or more years before the col-

lision. It is why the use of so called impulsing techniques are fa-

vored. It is possible to use nuclear bombs but it is politically hard 

to defend and it presents other inconveniences. The non-nuclear 



kinetic impactor technique, which slightly deviates the trajectory, 

is preferred by the scientific community. »
Dr. Nigel Sharp

AIDA MISSION (Asteroid Impact and Deviation Assessment): inter-

national collaboration between the ESA, NASA, the Cote d’Azur  Ob-

servatory (OCA), and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 

Laboratory (JHU / APL).

« With Aida, we mean to show that it is possible to divert an as-

teroid. It is a double mission concept, implying two independent 

satellites. Aida’s main goal is to demonstrate and measure the 

effects of a kinetic impact on a small asteroid. »
Dr. Nigel Sharp
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